Week ending 20.11.20
This week in Literacy, we have progressed our learning on
Adventure stories. The children wrote sentences about
Max’s behaviour and personality from the story;

In small groups, the children changed some parts of Where
the Wild Things Are to create a new class story. They came
up with ideas for a new land with different creatures or
characters and thought about how Max got there! Here’s an
example of a changed story map:

The children really enjoyed writing their new adventure
stories about Max!

In Numeracy, the children have been learning about Place
Value. They have been representing numbers to 20 and
solving problem questions.
Here is an example;

They have also been using cubes to make towers of tens and
ones. Have a go at these!

Share your answers with your child! Do you both agree?

In Phonics, we have been teaching the following sounds;
o-e

u-e

aw

home
phone
spoke
note
hope

June
tune
rude
use
brute

saw
law
crawl
paw
yawn

Stars of the Week
Certificates have been awarded to the following children
this week;
Willow Class
Mariah Khan for a great improvement in her reading - well
done.
Ayra Wasim for looking after another child.
Elm Class
Usman Rashid for being very helpful in class. Thank you!
Zayden Rahman for being caring towards a child who was
upset in the playground.
Ryan Taylor for identifying and labelling the basic parts of
the human body.

Beech Class
Abdul Rehman for writing simple sentences about Max.
Halima Sadiq for helping a new child settle in Beech class.
Ash Class
Malaika for writing excellent descriptive sentences about a
story character.
Frenzy for writing excellent sentences describing a story
character.
Oak Class
Rahim Arif for improving his writing by working
independently in Literacy.
Ayesha Shafiq for her kindness and politeness towards the
members of our class.

Well done everyone!

The

Team

